THOSE WHO SERVE LEAGUE

The Swan Lake Those Who Serve League is 2 man league played over 12 two week periods designed to bring services personnel together from around the county for camaraderie and in a fun and competitive atmosphere.

League Details:

- $48 league entry to be paid out in golf shop credit and cash with weekly individual prizes and at the halfway point and end points, team prizes.
- A schedule will be developed for the entire 12 two week periods utilizing all four 9 holes throughout the season.
- Teams are required to play one round/match within every two week period.
- If possible matches should be scheduled head to head, but in recognition of the varied schedules of service personnel rounds/matches will be allowed on their own with scores being turned in to the Golf Shop for scorecard match up.
- Weekly green fee is $20, cart included required each week.
- Dates or rounds/matches played by:
  - May 13, 27
  - June 10, 24
  - July 8, 22
  - August 5, 19
  - September 2, 16

Introductory League meeting at 6pm on Tuesday April 25th in the Clubhouse Grille at the Golf Clubhouse.

Sign up in the Swan Lake Golf Shop or call Chad Hutsell at 936-9798